GUARDIAN ANGEL PLAY

ACT 1
(Manju & Ana are in front of their laptops at home)
Narrator: Manju & Ana are two students who are going to arrive in Delft this summer. One Dutch “Guardian angel” was assigned to them from this moment. They've just got an email from him.

Manju: Hi Matthias,
Nice to know that you are my guardian angel in Delft. Can you tell me some important things that I need to pack and bring to Delft?
Waiting for you reply!
Regards, Manju

Ana: Hi,
I'm very pleased to meet you! I would like to ask you about the health insurance. Which is the most convenient company, because I have found so many and I can't decide!
Thank you and see you soon!

ACT 2
(M & A arrive at the Survival Cafe)
Narrator: The students finally arrive in Delft, after several hours in the plane. At the Survival Cafe they meet their “Guardian angel”.

Matthias: Hello, nice to meet you! How was your flight?
Ana: Hi, Matthias! We finally meet! The flight was very good. Thanks to the pleasant weather.
Manju: Hi! Nice to meet you too. The flight was a bit tiring, but now I'm here and that is all that matters!
Matthias: Beside the package you received from the Welcome Desk, I will give you this booklet with basic Dutch words which will help you during your stay in Delft. I will help you with the pronunciation of those words.
Ana & Manju: Thanks! It will be very helpful for us!
Matthias: Now you will go to your new homes. After you settle and rest a bit, we can go out, to show you around and have a bier.

ACT 3
Narrator: Joan, Song and Keesl meet in the supermarket
Song: Hi guys! Can you help me figure out which one is the salt among these?
Miguel: Oh! Weren't you in the introduction program?
Song: No, I thought that was a waste of time! How could that help me now?
Miguel: Well, I got this very cool survival vocabulary. I will tell you in a minute how they call the salt! It's zout!
Song: Oh, thank you very much!
Miguel: This is Kees, my Guardian Angel.
Kees: (Leuk je te ontmoeten *luk yu to unmutun*) or Nice to meet you, maybe I can find you a survival vocabulary booklet. Would you like to come with us to meet my friends at the Sport Center?
Song: Yeah!!